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R 6, 1957
'Lemove Bands
'rom Tobacco
Caution 5‘
_
!turners must remove 1II7 form
rubber bands from tobacco
Ing to market or risk having
traded as beng unsound, warns •
Kentucky Farm Bureau Fede-
ion,
Manufacturers are finding it
possible to remove them free:
tobacco in the manufacturA
ecess. said John W. Keen,
peutive secretary of the organi-
;ion.
Farmers, therefore, must re-
ive the rubber bands before
cing the leaf to market, he
id. ,
The extension service doesn't
commend the use of any type
rubber band in tying tobacco,
hits *out Russell Hunt, lobe.)
ecialist.
Tobacco. eonUIWisg- rubber
nds Hunt added; will be re-
nted by -many -manufacturers
id other buyers as botched or
mound.
There are indications that com-
mies will return to the selling
ior any basket of lobate) in
hich rubber bands are 111111111d.
Rubber bands are sogillpeee
erl for tying ground lesvee.
imed tobacco. If they are not
•tected and removed they cause
dietinctiye. disagreeable flavor
manufactured tobacco products.
;heep Week
s Settled 
LEXINGTON. — Kentucky
ieenmen will gather at various
Ants in the state next May for
le 21st annual state meeting
id the second annual sheep
tdurctry open house program.
tys R. C. Miller, Kentucky Agri-
inure' Extension Service sheep
iecialist. -
The dates. Milelr said, allt
lay 5-10. 19r• inclusive.
The tentative schedule:
Monday. May 5: Tours of flocks
eastern Kentucky counties in
le morning -in the Big Sandy
ction: in die afternoon, the
cond annual meeting and barbe-
ie.
Tuesday. May 6: Tour of flocks
nroute to the state meeting at
exington.
Wednesday. May 7: The 2flt
nnual meeting and banquet at
exington.
Thursday. May 8: Tour of flocks
nroute to the Princeton Experi-
lent Substation farm in Caldwell
minty.
Friday, May 9: Second annual
ieeting and barbecue for West-
rn Kentucky sheepmen at Prin-
pion.
WRONG SPIRIT
MANITOWOC, Wis. 10 —Nor-
Ian Klingeisen apparently mis-
nderstood county jail officials
;hen they gave him time off to
ink after his spiritual needs.
Then Klingeisen returned from
church." he was drunk.
United Press radio transmisee
ins from New- York reach 811
ities in the world simuttaneous-
r.
IME Owners
LET US
SPRAY
rOUR HOME,BARN or
BUSINESS HOUSE
EXCELLENT WORK
COMPLETE JOB
l•
With Asphalt Base
JARANTEED
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Phone 184-W
leseeseeoesereereseeiressuchetresirei
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•
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with
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United Press IN OUR 78th YEAR Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, October 7, 1957
Course- Of Russ
,Moon Is Plotted
WASHINGTON aPt — U. S.
scientists, working around the
clock have plotted the course
of the Russian satellite so ac-
curately that big telescopes will
bo able to bring it under obser-
vation, it was announced today.
A spokesman for the U. S.
sattellite project said the artificial
Ai moon's orbit is now "fairly ac-
curately fixed" and can be pre-
dicted up to a week in the future.
This information, he said, will
Bondurant
Gets Diploma
°From School
San Antonio, Texas —Among
the 122 young doctors who re-
ceived diplomas Friday from the
Air Force School of Aillation
Medicine is Capt. James H. Bon-
dement, 25. son of Charles 0.
• 
Bonclurant. 813 Olive St., Murray.
A .gradetate of Murray ,State Col-
lege and the University of Louis:
ville, Dr. Bondurant entered the
Air Forte in July. after serving
his interrighip in Philadelphia,
Pa.
Maj. Gen Otis 0. Benson, Jr,
Commandant of the aeromedical
inetirution, presided in the sun-
ny, modern Randolph Mr From
Base Charnel.
• Graduates of the course — for
squadron medical officere—heard
an address by Brig. Gen. M. S.
White. Director of Medical Staf-
fing and Education at Air Force
Headquarters in Washington, D.
The group is one of the most
youthful in the school's 39-year
history. Only five graduates are
over 30; the majority are 26 or
• younger.
All are qualified physicians
who have completed their hos-
pital internships. Nearly all are
performing their obligated mili-
tary service before they enter
practice for therreelves.
Seventeen have been selected
for duty overseas—ten in Europe,
three in the Far East, and one
each in Africa, Bermuda, the
Caribbean, and Greentand. One
fa will remain at the school as a
member of its teaching staff. The
rest go to various other a i r
medical posts in the United
States.
Glen B. Gibbs
In Army Exercise
• 
Schweinfurt, lererany —Army
Specialist Third Claes Glen B.
Gibbs, son of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
N. Gibbs, Route I. Murray, KY.,
recently participated in a two-
week field training exercise con-
ducted by the 10th Division's
10th Infantry in southern Ger-
many.
A rifleman with the infantry'
Company D. Specialist Gibbs en-
tered the Army In May 1956 and
• arirved in Europe the following
November.
The 22-year-old soldier is a
former student at Murray State
College.
• 
I WEATHER I
REPORT .
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
By UNITED PRESS '
Western Kentucky — Partly
cloudy, not much change in
temperature today and tonight
Highest today 67 to 72, low to-
night 42 to 47. 'Partly cloudy
and a little warmer Tuesday,
highest 70 to 75. Humidity aver-
aged between 60 and 70 per cent
II both Saturday and Sunday and
should continue about the same
today and Tuesday.
• '..
Some 530 a m temperatures:
Covington 50, Louisville 48. Pa-
ducah 42, Bowling Green 43,
Lexington 49, London 43 and
Hopkinsyille 45.
Evansville, Ind., 44.
be given to eagerly waiting as-
tronomical observatories and U. S.
"Moenwatch" teams and shared
with the world.
The official said some U. S.
and other observatories should
be able to pick up the satellite
as it streaks across the horizon
at dawn and dusk — the only
possible times for visual sight-
ing.
The satellite, however, is not
expected to pass over the United
States at those times for about
a week, the spokesman said.
He said that under ideal cir-
cumstances it would be possible
to see the satellite with the
naked eve.
American scientists were proud
of their speed in plotting the
satellite's complex orbit in rela-
tion to the spinning earth. Dr.
Jehn P. ,Hagen, chief of the
1.1. S. satellite program, said
Sunday that Russian scientists
thought it would take a week
to plot its course.
The spokesman said the orbit
of the satellite appears to be
fairly circular. He said the near-
est it comes to the earth is an
altitude of about 400 miles.
He said U. S. scientists so
fil'hfire- hot det eirrened -eTractly-
the -highest altitude that the
satellite reaches in is 96-minute
swings around the globe.
HASN'T BACKED DOWN YET
DEFENSE SECRETARY Charles E. Wilson Is shown with a special
guest at his final news conference—Mrs. Wilson. He said he still
holds the view that "what is good for the country is good for
General Motors," a statement that got him in lifeline hot water
as a Cabinet member. (international Soundpho(o)
Five Day Forecast
By United Press
Kentucky temperatures for the
next five days will average two
to five degrees below the seasonal
normal of 61 for Kentucky. A
little warmer Wednesday, turning
cooler Thursday a nd Friday.
Warmer again Saturday. Precipi-
tation will average one-tenth to
three - tenths. inches. Scattered
shOeiere Dritte ea-se toriTght and
mast- of the area -Wednesday,
Thursday and again around Sat-
urday.
500,000th Member Blue Shield
Is Billy Stubblefield, Murray
Billy J. Stubblefield.. a punch
press operator at the Murray
Manufacturing Company, w a s
honored at a special Blue Shield
meeting at the Kenlake Hotel on
October 3, as the 500,000th mern-
ber of Kentucky Physicians Me-
hra', Inc., the Blue Shield plan
of Kentucky. Both Stubblefield
and the Murray Manufacturing
Company -received certificates
marking this milestone of Blue
Shield in Kentucky.
The Blue Shield plan is spon-
sored by the Kentucky State
Medical Aasociation. It was form-
ed in Kentucky in 1949 by the
medical profession and is gov-
erned by doctors and civic lead-
ere who serve without pay as
trireteee. It is administered by
the Blue Cross Hospital Plan,
Inc.
D. Lane Tynes, Executive Di-
rector of Blue Cross-Blue Shield,
states that in 1956 Blue Shield
paid almost 3te million dollars
to decters for Care Of Kentucky
members. This represents pay-
ments on 116.088 cluctom' pr-
vices In 1956. Blue Shield has
paid a total of $13,477,834 since
its beginning in Kentucky in
1949.
The Blue Shield plan operates
under the authorization of the
Kentiseky State Insurance Com-
mission and the National Blue
Shield Commission. One of the
standarxis which must be met by
a Blue Shield plan is that it
shall be operated not for profit.
Wreck Today -
At Corner
Of Twelfth
Murray police investigated an
accident which occured this morn-
ing at 7:30 when a 1957 Dodge
driven by Mrs Carmelite T.
Ashbury of Louisiana allegedly
failed to stop at the corner of
12th and Main streets, and struck
the car driven by John Whitnell
of Murray as it was crossing
the intersection.
Mrs. Caroline Thornton, mother
of Mrs. Asbury. was admitted to
the Murray Hospital shortly after-
wards. suffering minor bruises.
Neither Mrs. Asbury nor her
sister, Mrs. B. Vidacavich, the
other passenger in the car, re-
ceived injuries. Mr. Whitnell was
also uninjured.
Newell Kemp and 011is Warren
of the Murray Police investigat-
ed.
e-sto
•
Dr. J. Duffy Hancock, Presi-
dent of the Board of Trustees of
Kentucky Physicians Mutual.
hates: "Blue Shield plans of the
United States are the medical
profession's answer to providing
doctors' services to the Ameri-
can public on a prepaid basis.
The growth and success of these
plans have given positive proof
that government intervention is
not needed and that a voluntary
prepayment system is meeting
the needs of the people."
The principal speakers at the
Blue Shield meeting at Kenlake
were Dr. L. Howard Shriver of
Cincinnati. Dr. Oscar 0. Miller
of Louisville, and D. Lane Tynes,
Executive Director of Blue Cross-
Blue Shield in Kentucky. Dr.
Shriver's address was, "Blue
Shield — The Answer To Third
Party Medicine." and Dr. Miller
spoke in "Kentucky Physiciane
Mutual and Your Future." The
meeting was attended by 61 dec-
eit* and laymen.
Murray Hospital
Friday's complete record follows:
Census  42
Adult Beck  65
Emergency Beds  23
Patients admitted from Weeries-
lay 9:00 a.m. to Friday 9:00 a.m.
Mrs. Lena Harmon, Rt. 3, Mur-
ray; Mrs Bobby McDougal and
baby girl. 502 Broad St., Murray;
Mrs. Max Weatherford, Box 212,
Hazel; Mrs. 'Guy Smith, Rt. I,
Alnet; Mrs. Fred Jell n, 401
No. First St., Murray; Mrs. John
Stewart and baby boy. Rt. 5,
Murray: Mrs. J. I. Grogan. Rt. 1,
Alm°, Mrs. Tom Masterson and
baby boy. Rt. 7. Benton; Miss
Evelyn Harriet Garland, New
Concord.
DAV To Hold Meet
Tomorrow Night
Murray Chapter 50 of the DAV
will hold their regular meeting
on Tuesday. October 8 in the
Legion Home.
This is an important meeting
efid all members and disabled
veterans are urged to attend.
NOTICE
All parties interested' in the
Gardner Cemetery located near
Elm Grove church on the Clyde
Hale farm are requested to meet
there Friday. October 11, at 1:00
p.m All are asked to come and
bring tools and it will not take
very long to do the work.
•-••••••••••••••
-
Lion Light
Bulb Sale
Is T
Lions will roam the streets
of Murray Tuesday night telt
instead of being the fierce king
of the Tee& ififysli zscsi*T.
civic minded men selling light,
bulbs. The Murray Lions Club
is holding the sale to raise funds
fee the sight conservation project
of the club which is their major
project.
The club chose the bulb sale
project sine to fact that bulbs
are something needed in every
home and in view uf past suc-
cess with the sale.
President Vandal Wrather said
the Lions would make a house
to house canvass of the city
Tuesday night, working from the
buolding on Main Street formerly
occupied by Murray Motors.
President Wrather is anticipating
a big response to the sale and
expressed hope that a new record
would be made.
Avery Hale
Dies Sunday
Avery Hale, age 78, passed
away Sunday morning at 8:30
at the Murray Hospital.
He is survived by one daughter.
Mrs. Olen Moore of Murray with
whom he made his home. and
one son, Waldo Hale of Mans-
field, Ohio.
He was a member of the
'Payonia Methodist chunk in
Mansfield.
The funeral will be conducted
at the J. H. Finefrock Funeral
Home in Mansfield Wednesday at
1:30 o'clock and burial will be
in the Windsor Cemetery near
Mansfield, Ohio.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home was in charge of the
arrangements in Murray before
the body was transfered to Mans-
field.
NOTICE
The Kirksey PTA will meet
October 9 at 1:30. There will be
a panel discussion on the Founda-
tion Program. All parents and
members are urged to attend.
••••••••
A. B. Crass On
Destroyer
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Crass
have received word that their
oin, Seaman 2nd 'Class A. B.
Crass is stationed aboard the
USS Ross D.D. 563. The Destroyer
was commissioned in 1942 and
saw action in five battles in
the Pacific. Its home port is
Norfolk. Va.
Seaman 2nd Class Crass reports
that his ship will leave on
Octber 21st for four months cruise
in the Mediterranean.
Crass who completed Electronic
School is assigned to the Sonor
Equipment and his battle station
is in the Radio Shack.
South Carolina
Prepares For
Federal Invasion
UNION, S.C. elt —The Union
County Legislative Delegation
has ordered 10 sub-machineauris
for use by the county sheriff's
office to oppose any integration
effort by federal forces, state
Sen John D. Long said today.
The guns were ordered from a
local hardware store at a cost of
$1,000 to equip Sheriff J. Harold
Lamb and his eight deputies with
the Browning guns and 1,000
rounds of ammunition. One spare
gun was ordered, Long said.
Long said Larch assured the
legislators he and his deputies
will fight off "any lawful or un-
lawful military or civilian viola-
tion of county laws." He said the
IsegletailyeDelegatiorr'"elosettesthe
deal" for the guns Saturday but
he did not think they had been
delivered yet.
Union County "expects no in-
vasion" by federal troops 9UC
as at Little Bock, Art., but if it
comes, "we're reedy," Long an-
noted.
 PTA Will
Meet Thursday
The Hazel PTA will meet on
Thursday night, October 10 at
'1:30 o'clock. A film on heart
disease will be shown by Hewlett
Cooper, the program chairman.
A talk will be given followed by
a discussion.
Mr. Cooper said that in 1955
66 per cent of all deaths in
Kentucky were due to heart
disease. All patrons of the com-
munity are invited to attend
the meeting for this program.
The eaecutive committee will
meet preceding the regular meet-
ing. All officers and chairmen
arc urged to be present.
Donkey Basketball
Game Set At Hazel
A donkey basketball game will
be held in the gymnasium of
the Hazel High School on Friday
night, October 11, 1957. The
admission for the contest is 25
and 50 cents for advance tickets
and 35 and 60 for all tickets
sold at the door. The game is
being sponosred for the patrons
by the Hazel Basketball team.
Benefits will be used for pur-
chasing basketball equipment for
the team. Time is 7:00 p.m. Local
riders will be used, and everyone
Is invited to come.
' TO RETURN HOME
Mrs Fred Barber will return
home Wednesday from Phoenix.
Arizona where she has been
visiting her daughter Mrs. Rodney
Moore. Mrs. • Moore, the former
Miss Martha Lou Barber, has
a nee.' son William Everett who
was born on August 17.
MITPRAY—POPULATION 10,100 Vol. LXXVIII No. 238 
•
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Reported By Russians
Polish Students
Defy Police Ban
WARSAW iff —Hundreds tit
students (corn other Polish cities
poured into riot-torn Warsaw to-
day fur a mass meeting in de-
fiance of a police ban.
The location and exact pur-
pose of the meeting was kept
secret and steel-helmeted mili-
tiamen patrolled every street-Ja 
center of the city on the
lookout for it.
The city was quiet but tense
and there were fears the meeting
would spark another riot of the
type that has rocked the capital
four nights in a row.
Hundreds of young persons
were reported under arrest but
there was no accurate count.
Thousands of out-of-town stu-
dents were summoned to the
meeting but not all of them came
into town. A police ban on student
meetinge aparently dampened the
spirit of the others .
The Polytechnic Institute, scene
of the first bloody riot last
Thursday, did not open for etas-
see terfay.-'eree---
Little was-known about today's
meeting but it apparently was
called in connection with the
government shut down of the
ucient anti-Stalinist newspaper
"Pro Postu."
One Arrested
For Drunk Driving
According to City Judge Bob
McCuiston, a man was arrested
Saturday night, charged with
reckless driving while intoxicated
and was fined $104.50. His name
was not revealed.
NOTICE
The Hamilton Bros. Quartet
will appear Saturday night Oct.
12 at the Kirksey High School.
The Kirksey PTA is presenting
the program with proceeds going
toward their projects.
Biggest Booster
1400117 6001111 for James
R. Fluffs as Teamsters presi-
dent at Miami Beach, Fla.,
convention was James R. Hoffa
himself. (Intereational/
Last Stage Of Rocket Was
Caught In Space In Own Orbit
LONDON er —Moscow Radio
announced today that part of the
missile which launched Russia's
satellite is akin encircling the
earth in a moon-like orbit of its
own.
"The ISM stage of the rocket
apparently was caught in space
and became a second satellite.
. "rt is not only the satellite
which is being watched," Moscow
Radio said, "but also the rock t
that carried it into th; orbit.
"This rocket . also encircling
the earth at approximately the
same altitude as the satellite.
"But it is separated from it by
some 1,000 kilometers (NO
miles). This distane will alter
in the future."
This announcement was t h e
latest in Russia's stepped - up
scientific and propaganda battle
with the West. Shortly before, it
reFeetedsitefie8reepleef6d
hydrogen warhead on Sunday..
This came only a few days be-
hind Moscow's achievement of October has been designated.
launching the first earth satellite .xitsonPtahrenint 
Kentucky
Teacher Enrollmentproe anned
into outer space.
by Lieutenant Governor Harry
Tracking the shell, as well as Lee Waterfield, who has uered
Keetereleans to enroll as member;
The Moscow announcement sug-
gested that the rocket's cylindri-
cal shape, as opposed to t h e
spheriod shape of the satellite,
gradually would slow it down.
There was no immediate word
from Moscow how the rocket -
moon had-been tracked—whet/me
by radar or by sight. It would
carry no radio of its own to
signal its position.
The news a the seccad acci-
dental -satellite" was broadcast
to Soviet listeners in the Mug-
cow home service early in the
evening.
Oclo-kr Is  
Designated
ITAilonth
the satellite, would provide high'
ly htnportare Iniormatoon on1:he
character of apace.
Moscow's disclosure was not a
surprise to scientists.
Theoretically, anything fired
outside the earth's atmosphere
and gravitational field at suffi-
cient speed would become a
satellite, regardless of shape or
design. .
Drs. J. Allen Hynek and Rich-
ard r. Mctrosky of the Smith-
sonian Astrophysical Laboratory
in Cambridge, Mass., told news-
men earlier today that they be-
lieved the satellite might actual-
ly include the third stage rocket.
McCrosky said at that time
there was a possibility the rocket
itself had become a sseellite of
even greater dimensions than the
McCrosiky said that on
this basis it as possible that a
reported sighting of the satellite
in Alaska Sunday was actually
the third stage rocket.
Observers said the orbiting cis
the Soviet rocket gave convinc-
ing new evidence of the Kremlin
scientists' ability to ann_a guided
It would have to be delivered
into space at exactly the right
speed on precisely the correct
course to "orbit" onto a perfect
trajectory.
Presumably, only the last stage
of the launching rocket was re-
eolving /Mout the earth. Scien-
tists believed it required at least
a three-stage rocket—one rocket
firing after another, with the
spent ones dropping off—to carry
the 184-pound satellite to its or-
bit 560 miles above-earth.
Momentum Is Power
Like the satellite, the rocket
has no power of its own. Momen-
tum carries it through space.
Meter Parente'reseleti /tears...-
elation of the Kentucky Congress
of Parents and Teacheets
The Kentucko Congress o;
Parents and Teachers is an org-
anization interested in Kentucky's
children and Kentucky's problem"
and has as its goal the menial
and spiritual development of our
children and the affording al
every advantage to them.
Mrs. Dennis Merritt, Louisville
State Membership Chairman, hat
set the goal of 187,000 member-
ships for the entucky Congress
of Parents and Teachea, urging
all parents, teachers, grandpar-
ents, aunts and uncles and all
those interested in our youth and
building a better community are
eligible to join the P-TA.
First District P-TA's member-
ship chairman. Mrs. J. A. Gad-
berry, .Rt. 2, Paducah, urges all
in the area to join the P-TA
membership goal set in First
District is 15,990 in 70 local units
for 1957-58. In 1056-57, there
were 14.531 memberships in 65-
units.
Mrs. Raymond Bolton, Corbin,
president of the Kentucky Con-
gress of Parents and Teachers
has stated that the "Parent-
Teachers must strive to attain
even greater benefits this year
through the objectives of the
organization by a "Knock on
Every Door" or any person inter-
ested in the welfare of chit's-en
may belong.
The Kentycky Congress of
Parents and Teachers was found-
ed in 1918 with 800 members,
has reached a membership of
170.161. in May 1957 and is a
branch of the National Congress
of Parents and Teachers with
Mrs. Rollin Brown. Les Angeles,
California, president, has achiev-
ed a membership of 10,604,404,
the alrgest _voluntarily organiza-
tion in the Nation.
Soviets Far Along On Space Ship To Moon
By DANIEL F. GILMORE meant the Soviet Union h a d Such a satellite might prove of satellite during today and tumor- had a feeling of overpowering
United Press Staff Correspondent leaped far a.head in perfecting immense military value row—Bus-ton at 9:56 a.m. e.d.t.. awe as we watched that thing."
LONDON nt —Soviet scientists an -triter - continental ballistics The satellite itself continued its Tokyo at 11:10 a.m. e.d.t.. Jack- He said it was visible for 15 to
who perfected the first earth missile —the ultimate weapon. unchecked orbit around the earth eonville. Fla., three minutes later. 20 seconds .
satellite are far along in studies The Americans said the Soy- and was reported sighted in a It passed over New York and
rhoon and return, American volunteers" from among their tralia. Estonia and Russia itself.
of a space ship that can visit the lets already were testing "space. number of places—Alaska, Aus- Washington last night. , 
moTrsiviiongw.eitnen reported seeing it
over Copenhagen. Denmark, this
oelona, Spain. 
The firFstirstoisnifgihrmtinmg sightingscientists reported today in Bar- armed forces for posibte flights Russia meanwhile appealed to
into space and said the radio hams throughout the world Military potentialities of t it e
Moscow newspapers hinted that Gordonability to launch the satellite to help track the man - made 
came from Alaska where • Dr. satellite and future space pro-
some more startling devleiment "with no failures" meant flights moon. It has now travelled more 
 Little reported he watch- jectiles caused grave concern in
than the satellite was in t h e 
e
to the moon could come in evo than twice tee distance from the ed the "surprisingly bright" satel- some western military cireles.
. earth to the moon, 
lite at dawn Sunday. Moscow ra- Most military observers wereworks and told readers to watch - 'sos— or ecirier.
for "eornething special" on .Nov. In this connection Dr. John P. 
cho announced a sighting
Talinn. Estonia, and other sighta- 
_ t
convinced the satellite could not
7. 40th anniversary of the coup 
Soviets At W is Hagen, chief of the U.S. satellite have been launched without a
gs
which put the Bolsheviks in pow- In Moscow 'seophysicist Yee- pre-1piece "vanguard" said better 
in in Rinds, rocker powerful enough for an
em in 1917. - - geni Fedorre, in charge of Rus- tracking facilities in the United Two amateur astronomers in intercontinental ballistics missile.
The Anierieenstalements at the sia's upper atmosphere research States might enable America to Hobart ,Taernania, reported see- It was generally agreed the
eighth International Aktronautical program, said the Soviets were announce the exact course of ing the satellite at twilight. Wil- satellite itself was of n
o military
Congress at Barcelona added to worliinis on the problem of the the sphere before the Soviets. Item Watson ,a communications use but that studies of 
its -anion
the controversy over whether return of future satellites to However Moscow radio an- officer, described it as a "spark was of immeas
urable vatrie in
success in launching the .satellite earth with all their apparatus. flounced today the path of the of warm orange" and said, "I 
studying rcicket warfare.
_ .... — .. .... 4--
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69,476 See Braves Bite Dust
-44
iNkt,tsht oauldsulbide
hekk known as a clutch player
double into the left
gave Lhasa the opening when he
hit piach-hitter Nippy Jones 
and
business because the next 
two
nitters were It e d Schoendienst 
Now the Yankees had their
and Johnny Logan.
i°ir'll-ey awgeareme—in
backs to the wall and Stengel
had to play for defense all the
ethveryiktin:ves they
ripped right tack. Tommy Braila Then came the seraph - 
holt
Logan and he showed am why
--a-
field corner that tied it up.
Of all the Braves, these We v.-ay to -stqp the run. He maveel -
the two most versatile plaiess— 
Kubek to center,toolwout Mantle,
the sort that abound- on a h e and inserted 41-year-old Ens
Slaughter in left field.
isi.211anaessia-.31deleadfAllat4i. '
'' (Continued On Page Three)
In Opener
A FOUR-BASE VIEW of Yankee Stadium in the fourth inning of the first World
Series game shows that the S.R.O. sign was out at this point when Milwaukee's
Braves threatened an uprising. Things looked bright for the Braves as Mathews
legs it for home and Aaron, who sent him to third heads for second, while Ad-
cock streaks for first. Ackock's ball was scooped up by Gil McDougald. relayed
to Gerry Coleman who got Aaron. RN! fired to Howard at first to nip the threat
The Yanks took the curtain-raiser. 3 - 1. (International Soundphote)
•
For More Leisure
and Freedom From Washday Worry
• meld your laundry to
lblloone's
SHEETS, PILLOW CAS ES and TABLE CLOTHS
STARCHED and BEA UTIFULLY IRONED
TOWELS SOFTLY FL UFF DRIED
Everything Washed
Hospital Clean
to protect the health
of you and your
family.
LADIES DRESSES, BLOUSES and SKIRTS
IMMACULATELY IRONED!
Men...
Your are dressed up in
a Boone laundered shirt,
snow white and perfect-
ly ironed. Starched as
you like them (medium
heavy, or no starch.
Types of Laundry Bundles For - Your
Convenience and Budget
DRY WASH - FLUFF DRY - FAMILY FINISH
Items can be selected in the dry wash and fluff dry to be
I roned.
SAME DAY SERVICE ON REQUEST
(In by 9:00 - Out by 4:00)
Each piece of your laundry personally inspected by Mrs. Ezelle is your
guarantee of satisfaction.
SEND YOUR LAUNDRY TO
Save On Phone for
Pick-up and
Cash and
Delivery
Carry! Service
PHONE 234 SOUTH SIDE OF COURT SQUARE
BOONE'S
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A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Love beareth all things, believes all things,
hopes all things, endures all things.
1 Cor. 13:7.
Ancients listed seven deadly sins, but Paul
following Christ boils all virtues down to one,
cardinal virtue, but who loves his neighbor
as himself?
•
Ten Years Ago Today
'in t Ledger & Times File
offe Miss Barbara Harris, of Lynn Grove, left Thuraday
the
FrAtto=the-re-abst--wt-bY-_0110# via NewJURTr 4 York City to Providence, R.I.. where she will visit Mr.
I and Mrs. Herbert Allbritten. Mr. Allbritten is professor
the in the Agronomy department at Rhode Island State Col-
par lege. Kingston. Miss Harris will visit Boston. Cape Cod
vh, pod 'other places of interest in the New England states
Miring her vacation.
Far Miss Louise Swann of Harrisonburg. Va., is visiting
far r parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Swann, 1501 West
wir --
Main Street.
sift
The Calloway County singing convention will be held
lin, -it-Pleasant Grove Sunday, October 12, beginning at 1:30
I -.)./h.
stir, '. The Vaughn School of Music will be represented.
• Cecil Brown, distinguished news analyst for the Mu-
ria r:ual Broadcasting Company, will be principal speaker
be at the 63rd annual meeting of tiii" first District Educa-
Pet :ion Association to be held at Murray State College on
Friday. Octaber
of
FISHING REPORTnitall
Th -
fa-
ock Wafer — 70 degrees al iiilehrge(iweon. 9 black bass. 1 to 114
Ph —66 at 30 foot — slightly dingy. 
lbs,
Remarks: We are into good Paris. Ill. — Glenn M. Jones,
fishing as. of right now. Both
bass, and crappie fishing picking
up rapsdls But use. surest and
-easiest thing as night fishing for
wi slinpm. around he bridge piers.
19 However. it's coal after sunct, wn,
sp if you really want Jackpot
en flshing. use enough clothes for
ac ebrafort. get a gas lantern and
to hit 'ern lin men:: Atter all. It
1
-tlaaild be a snap compared to
ck hunting.
s, • Individual Catches
St ',ails. Md. — Dale Bolyafd.
29 crappie and bass, 1i Ms 3
lbs.. minnows.
Cincinnati, Ohio — Albert J
C.
141
p.
re
It
ir
II
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Weed-Free
Tobacco LA
Here's how to -do 'it.
Sprinkle VAPAMIon your
seed beds now. In the next
30 days it kills all those
weeds and grasses, germi-
nating weed seeds, soil
fungi and those invisible
nematodes. Come seeding
time you have the healthiest
soil in the state! You get
more seedling's per square
yard - up to twice as many.
And only a few - if any! -
weeds. Your sees...limps are
really strong and vigorous.
You can transplant fast for
the best crop you've ever
see*.
Result is hundreds of dot-
lars saved in back-breaking
work and weeding costs. Yet
VAPAM'costs only a penny
per square foot. Make more
profit next year! Dor't
share your crop with weeds
and soil borne diseases. Put
VAPAM on your seed beds
now. No special equipment
needed. It's so easy and safe
to sprinkle on. You -get
stronger - seedlings, weed
control and more profit. Do
it now for best resu;ts.
Approved by the Depart.
ment of Agriculture for all
food and fibre crops.
Stauffer Chemical Co., Int
Tampa, Florida
bass 7,2 lbs.. Black Doll Fly.
Paducah. Kentucky — F. L.
Bob. 15 crappie, 1 to 1L2 lbs.,
minnows.
Anderson. Ind. — Jahn Reed,
25 striped bass, 1 lb.. minnows..
Falmouth. Ky. — H. M. Kimble,
17 black bass. 12 to 3 lbs.. shad.
Russellaille. Ky. — Basil Him-
tusa 1 bass 3 lbs., Spoonplug. -
Hardin. Ky.. — Preston Harris.1
5 bass. 1 to 213 lbs.. Hula Popper.
Rumpus Mills, Tenn. — Edd
Malone. 3 bass. 3 to 3as lbs..
Bombers.
Benton, Ky. — A. B. Knight.
5 black bass. 1S4 to 3ta
Hula Popper.
Birins Mill, Ky. — C. 0. Jett.
29. crappie, cat and bass. 1 to 1Ss
lbs., minnows.
Elkton, Ky. — Mrs. John I.
Gist. 1 black bass, 5 lbs., 1 oz.,
Hula Popper.
Hopkinsville. Ky. -L. Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Rutland. M. and Mrs.
Nelson Bennett, 24 striped bass.
144 ‘lbs minnows and frozen
flys. Dudley Roach and Cliff
Dray. 60-stripes. 34 .to 11/2 lbs:.
minnows. Pr. James T. Walker.
16 stripes and crappie. Kentucky
bass and cats. 3 lbs., minnows.
Dr. Fred Flamed and Dr. Charles
Taney and wife. 17 bream and
black bass. la to 3 lbs. Mrs.
Hazel Paol and party. 14 carp.
31 to 7 lbs.. dough. Mr. and Mrs.
Ftayrwiad Delloss. 4 bass. .1
saner. Spoanplug. Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Aldrid.ge. Mr. William
Jenkins. 12 carp. up to 512 lbs..
baited dock. ,
Paul Gilliam
..!
Brough Advances
NIF.XICO CITY tr. — Louise
,Braugh. Beverly Hills, Calif.. and
1Bob Howe. Austealia. reached the
second round of mixed. doubles
in the Pan - American Tennis
championships Sunday by defeat-
ing lrathei Reyes 'of Mexico and
Iyo Pienental of Venezuela, 7-3,4
6-2.
Joey Meets Will
tIENVER. Cok.111 — Joey Gi-
ardello of Philadelpnia will meet
Wilt Graves of Pittsburgh in
6 10-round asieldleweight boat
at the Denvellie aliseurn. Oct.' 29,
It was announien today by pro-
moter Milt Willner. Giardello
knocked nut.-Bobby Lane in ha
last tiara
MURRAY LOAN CO.
606 W. Main,ft. Telephone 13C
"YOUR ROM'.-1:WNED LOAN CO.'
•111/
'
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Failure And Success
ENOS SLAUGHTER, Yankee's old pro, leaps vainly
(bottom) for Johnny Logan's blast into the left field
stands at Yankee Stadium in the third inning of the
Series - evening game. The-Braves took the No. 2
game. 4-to-2. with power, and with such sensation-
al glove-work•as displayed by Wes Covington (top)
as he stabs a liner off the bat of Bobby Shantz in-
the Yank's third, with two on and two out.
(International Soundphoto)
Bounces Back -
Big Ten On TV
HICAGO IR — The Illinois-_.0iii
° State footbalt game will
be televised ..n a regional basis
next Saturday. It will be the
first Big Ten Conference game
televised regionally -this season.
101111Y BRAGAN (above) has
bounced back into the majors
as manager of the Cleveland
Indians. succeeding luckless
Kerby Farrell, who managed
this past season. Bragan, 39,
was fired as Pittsburgh Pirates
manager late in the season and
went to the Cuban league as
manager of the Almendares
club. (international)
Bout Postponed
BOLLYWOOn, Calif. — A
12-round bout between Kid Gavi-
lan_and  Gaaper Ortega has been
re-scheduled from Oct. 15 to Oct.
22. Gavilan requested- the post-
ponement because he is nursing
a cold and needed an extra week's
_
TYRA WITH KNICKS
EAST ORANGE. N.J. iSPI --
Cn.rlie Tyra, 6-foot-8 center
fraro the University of Louisville,
has clinched a berth with the
New Y 'Knickerbockers of the
National Basketball Asso. after
a strong showing in workouts
with the club. Tyra came to the
Knicks in a deal that sent s,•.-
erans Harry Gallatin and Nat
(Sweetwater) Clifton to the De-
troit •Pistons.
7iIONDAY — OCTOBER 7, 1957
Braves Ride Crest With
Mathews Homer Sunday
By LEO H. PETERSEN
United Press Sports Editor
fat I A U la.z.E as —1 he Mil-
wauisee tirta ea, naing the gaiety
crest ul taa Ma:hews "lite,saver
nomer,'' were e.ezi money today
to taste- the Aisles luau over
New York Yankee team that
niaj nusao.ett oy the toss ut
ser octeae> mantle_ .
maitue, remuveu. In= Sun-
'au) s J41.4. uesore 11)141.114.:
NEW TERRITORY
NEW YORK IP — When •he
Milwaukee Braves take the !Add
against the New York Yank, es
today, Andy Panto will be 'ne
.Jnav player on the club ever to
have played in a World Series
game in Yankee Stadium. P.Jfko
played the Bombers' park
while a Brooklyn Dodger in 1952
as if they could smell the big
payoff earning and they tied it
at 4-4 with two out in the ninth
when Howard delivered Ms hom-
er after singles by Yogi Berra
and Gil McDougakl.
The Milwaukee bubble appear-
ed burst and the Braves seemed
to be dead injuns when Kubek%
single and Hank Bauer's. triple
gave the Yankees a 5-4 _lead in
the 10th.
tAs.......0V41 EL. LL).414064 • Braves Rip ,I3aak Yankee .squad. Haney, of 
course,
""'" ne 11111- VW* butrrtnr- -anct-sestosisonawar
allAce mthsager Labey eases up" stories laid it down like the book says
sasia ne .naukaa isiicaey await
oaiy, soul ...aaaeuesa ne wouisei.
W COt Ise .er,i JAW:1.41e at
J.44.41)...111 away.
nung
lot ;Lem Cl tile (Suva-
Cu ankee soyor
a.iar Wa..1.1.41 Lott ai.auie tar aw
final three games. The Yankees
failed to beat the Brooklyn Dodg-
ers when Mantle was sidelined
during much of the 1955 series.
That's how much respect the
Bra<;ea earned Sunday when they
Isaunced back for a 7-5 victory
-fter it anpeared the Yankees
were about to make the "kill."
s he familiar pattern of Yankee
W,)rld Seri e victories seemed to
be assertind itself when Elston
Frovaard's three-run homer tied
it in the ninth and Rank Bauer's
10th-inning triple Put the world
champions in front. But Math-
ews' homer quickly reversed it.
So, even Whitey Ford, 3-1 vic-
tor over the Braves in the open-
er, was rated no better than
"even money" today when he
matches curses with Lew Bur-
cie:te. a 4-2 winner over the
Yankees in the second game. The
Yankees are 7-5 to win t h e
series.
Cooler Weather Seen
Samewhat cooler weather is
expected after two balmy Indian
summer days for the Braves' last
• simile of the year in Milwaukee.
ruesday is an. off-day for travel
New York. The seventh and sixth
igames cortld be played on Wed-
neaday and Thursday.
Ford,, 29, yielded only five hits
in last Wednesday's opener and
will be shooting for his sixth
World Series vietory--cialaye one
less than the record shared by
ex-Yankee greats Rod fluffing
and Aalie Reynolds. Hei had an
11-5 record during :he 7american
League seasoa and is es•sentially
a curvebeLi. pitcher ,with a fast
ball 'as' ..arnmanda rewect if
not awe.
read those zhoke
Burdette pitched a seven-hitter
in the wc.ind game and shut out
the lankees over the last six in-
nags._ He's a low curve ball
pitcher frequently, accu_sed of
throwing the outlawed -iaiitter."
He won 17 and lost nine during
the National League season.
Should. the Braves go on to
give MiNvaukee a world cham-
pionship. Sunday fourth game
will be singled out as the turn-
ing paint •.1 the serses.
The Yankees weren't hitting
36-year-old Warren Spahn much
. but they looked sharp and alert
The Weekend
Sports Summary
NOW WHAT DO THEY WISH?
MILWAUKEE BEAM outfielder Johnny De Merit (left) and catch. '4
er Bob Taylor make a wish in the Commodore hotel lobby In
New York. Now what are they wishing? (international) ,
•
i .. By UNITED PRESS
Se4turday
WORKSHOP, England —Brit-
ain's professional goiters came
from behind to defeat the United
States, 7-4, and capture the
Hyder Cup for the first time since
1933.
1
NEW YORK — Reneged. the I
favorite, .won the $55.400 Man-
hattan Handicap at Belmont.
PARAM' -3. • N. J. — Clark
Espie of Indianapolis defeated
defending champion 'Frederick J.
Wricht of Watertown, Mass., 2
a•nd 1, to win the U. S. Golf
Association's senior championship.
MOTTREAL — The National
Hockey League All-Stars scored
a 5-3 victory over Montreal's
defending Stanley Cup champions
An an exhibition game:
Sunday
• MILWAUKF.E, — Ed Ma-
thews hit a two-run tenth-inn-
ing homer tg lead the Milwaukee
Braves to a 7-5 victory over
New York and deadlack the
World Series at tvv`a games.....
PARIS. France — Oroso, a
-four-year old thoroughbred. de-
feaied Denis), oy a Ralf-length
In the $155,0r:9 Prix De L'Arc de
'frit ,ipe
C 0 PY FADE 0 - Co 112)1 FA D E D-mccee.Y p E
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it In Opener
With
Sunday
it should be
Then came the scraleis owe
Logan and he showed 'ern why
he's known as a clutch player
with a solid double into the left
field corner that tied it up.
Now the Yankees had their
backs to the wall and Stengel
had to play fur defense all the
are way ti stop the run. He m•ned
s-- Kubek to center, tooksout Mantle,
h c and inserted 41-yearsold Enos
rse. Slaughter in left field.
ona7 ..-jskeelamaga- 
(Continued On Page Three)
—
ourth inning of the first World
it this point when Milwaukee'
rht for the Braves as Mathews
d heads for second, while Ad. 
upby Gil McDougald. relayed
ward at first to nip the thrca'
(International Sound;••
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Braves Take Second Game — Even Series
MILWAUKEE turned on its vaunted power in this second World Series game, beginning with the action
shown above as 65,000-plus fans see Hank Aaron score the first Braves' run on Joe Adcock's single to center.
Thursday's game contrasted with the first-game pitching battle in power shown by both teams,' the Braves'
Johnny Logan and the Yank's Hank Bauer hitting for the circuit as the Braves made it a new series, 4 to 2.
(International Soundphoto)
Wildcats Staggered By Third
By UNITED PRESS
The University of Kentucky
ildcats, staggered by their third
Jutheastern Conference defeat
ver the weekend, had little
look forward to today in
gard to next Saturday's meeting
oh Auburn_
Auburn used its reserves dur-
g most of Saturday's, 40-7,
•ctory over Chattanooga while
lorida slammed Kentucky, 14-7.
Coach Blanton Collier blames
e 'Cats' general inexperience,
upled with a lack of depth,
✓ their three straight defea. s.
olier said, however, that the
am played its best ball of the
ason in Aka- tinak--pariad _against
e. 'Gators. -
It was during that period that
ntucky scored' on a six-yard
by quarterbachol.owe ii
ghes. Lou Michaels kicked the
raves
(Continued from Page 2)
the first three games, but he had
=Med a solid double in the
.1gorth inning and he put a 2-2
gelles into the right fiekl bleach-
that turned Cloun,y Stadium
perhaps all Milwaukee into
a bedlam of noise.
• IR was the big hit of a big ball
OE* .ind it could just be that it
IOW • he one that put the Braves
an the glory road.
Southeastern Conference Loss
conversion.
Earlier in the game, Florida's
Jimmy Dunn, smallest player in
the SEC, ran 32 yards for a
first down and passed to halfback
Jim Rountree for a third period
touchdown play that covered 27
yards.
Parrish kicked both conver-
sions for the 'Gators.
In other weekend action. the
University of Louisville Cardinals
staged a powerful offensive to
down Toledo. 48-20, at the Fair-
grounds in Louisville.
Leonard Bones Lyles and
George Cain split six touchdowns
latween__thern,-as .-Eaulfs
accounted for the _seventh The
undefeated Cards scored virtually
at will during the first half,
which ended with Louisville lead-
ing, 27-6.
Eastern's maroons scored their
first victory of the season by
upsetting the, Murray Thorough-
breds, 28-19. The turning point
came at the end of the first
half, in whis1, a last-minute play
ended with Eastern's second
tcuehdown, putting the Maroons
ahead, 13-12.
With only three seconds to
go, freshman halfback Richard
Layman fumbled a pitch-out,
then grabbed the ball as the
horn sounded and ran through
a surprised Murray squad for
the touchdown.
Centre's Colonels got theirs
early and held on to defeat
Washington St Lee, 7-8, at Lex-
ington, Va. Centre got its lone
 .IPIPerNINNIIIMItemerAniveulyiNilarr•MMP"-AML"•-t slaussiglarellasain”,sap
sie
touchdown on a three-yard sneak The Colonels then fought off
by quarterback Kern Alexander successive counter attacks, el-
and the conversion was good. though the Genera Is slipped
through their only score on a
Centre fumble.
Tennessee Tech came from be-
hind to overcome Morehead, 14-8,
In an Ohio Valley Conference
game — the Eagles' second de-
feat against one victory.
Tech quarterback Bill Robinson
went 33 yards - on a keep play
in the second peroid • to match
Morehead's period marker, and
fullback Kenneth Wright came
through for the second score on
a 31-yard run. Wright made
both conversions„.
Kentucky State showed sur-
pftstrtg' -Strength In -41 o w-ni-n
Knoxville, 27-0, at Frankfort. The
Thorobreds scored on a recovered
fumble in the first period and
added two more touchdowns in
the second and a fourth in the
fourth to overwhelm the Tennes-
--means.
AL Has
Series Edge
NEW YORK nro - Of the 53
previous World Series, t is e
American League has won 34,
while the National League en-
tries have been victorious 19
times. The Ness York Yankees,
who are favored to beat the Mil-
watfitee Braves inth 1iiq7 clam--
sic, have wo'n 17 previous Series
and lost five.
Robinson
Enlists
CINCINNATI al - Frank Rob-
bison, !lard - hitting Cincinnati
Redlegs outfielder-first baseman,
has enlisted in the Marine Corps'
active reserve program and has
left for six months of training
at Parris Island, S. C. Robinson
who batted .322 during the 1957
National League season, will miss
one month of spring training in
1958 because of his Marine Corps
duties.
ROILIRSIATIN
The Murray Roller Rink
BIRTHDAY
PARTY
October 10 7:00 to 1040 pm.
- ADMISSION .... ONE (1) PENNY
(Must Be Dated 1937)
USE OUR NEW ENTRANCE
OFF SOUTH 15th STREET
NEW SURFACED PARKING LOT
FOR CARS AND BIKES
I 1413 West Main 
T. H. "TED" CLACIC,. Mgr.
The Murray Roller Rink
Logan Explains
How He Beat Casey
Tie In World Series To
Be Broken After Today
MILWAUKEE RR — Slugger
Mickey Mantle was sidelined to-
day when the New York Yankees
sent Whitey lord against Lew
Butdette of t h e Milwaukee
ic Vsnssisidigebe.
World Series.
Mantle, rated the most devast-
ating hitter in the series, was
replaced.in center field by rookie
Tony Kubek as manager Casey
Stengel was. 'forced to revamp
the defending world champions'
batting order.
The 66-year ofd skipper had
Hank Bauer leading off and
playing iseht field, followed by
Kubek, third baseman Gil Mc-
Dougal& catcher Yogi Berra, left-
fielder Enos Slaughter, first base-
man Harry Simpson, third:- base-
man Jerry Lumpe, second base-
man Gerry Coleman, and Ford.
Mantle, who injured his right
shoulder in Saturday's third game
of the Series, is considered an
extremely doubtful starter for
the remainder of the Series but
it it assumed he would be able
to pinch hit. He was removed
from the Yankee lineup in the
10th inning of Sunday's specta-
cular 7-5 Milwaukee triumph.
Manager Fred Haney went back
to his right-handers — Joe Ad-
cock at first base and. Andy
MILWAUKEE itP — Battling
Johnny Logan., a distinct under-
dog, explained with obvious re-
lish today how he earned the
decision in a psychological bout
with canny Casey Stengel.
It happened in the crucial
10th inning of Sunday's game.
As Logan was about to step
Into the batter's box, Casey
called time and took Mickey
Mantle out of the game because
of a sore shoulder.
Stengel put Tony Kubek into
Mantle's cetner field spot and
Enos Slaughter in left field in
place of Kubek.
"Casey thought all that delay
was going to make me anxious,"
Logan explained...but I made
up my mind that it wouldn't
bother me if I had to wait until
dooms-day."
When Logan finally stepped
Into the batter's box. he took
two balls before swinging at a
slider which he disaye for a
double that scored Felix. Mantilla
with the tying run.
Tularemia Is
Danger Of
Hunt Season
Pafko in right field — against
Parker 
Gives 
the left-handed Ford.
It was a warm sunshiny day—
perhaps the warmest of three Steelers Day Off
beautiful days in Milwaukee—and -
no indication that wind
OU iiE•lrittkeisrssilf-thessextem• PITTSBURGN 
— Coach
usually open park. The players Buddy Parkor ga
ve his Pitts-
of both teams, accompanied by burgh Stee:ers a 
day off today
an entourage of newsmen, will but will resu
me drills Tuesday
fly to New York tonight where in preparation. for 
Sunday's game
the Series- will be resumed in with the Chicago 
Cardinals at
Yankee Stadium on Wednesday.
Those Upsets
Have Begun
Although hunters can't start
shooting at rabbits until Novemb-
er 20, the first day of the season,
-I•imiuses--arst- already- on . sale—aL
county. court clerks' ci tf ic
throughout Kentucky. In many
counties hunters will be given
in addition to their licenses a
bilfold-size card, the color of
a caution light, which proclaims
the words "Hunter Beware!"
Issuid---5-j-The Kentucky State
Department of Health, the cards
have been made available to all
county court clerks in an effort
to avoid any cases of, tularemia
this fall.
The bacteria which cause tula-
remia can be transmitted to man
from rabbits and other wild
animals by means of fly or tick
bites or through the skin of the
person dressing the meat or
through eating the meat rare. A
very uncomfortable disease,
though seldom fatal, tularemia
causes body sores, swollen lymph
glands, weakness, and fever.
From the yellow card hunters
and housewives can learn the
following precautions to observe
for avoiding this disease.
I. Shoot your rabbits on the
run. A lazy rabbit may be a sick
rabbit.
2. Never haodel a rabbit found
dead or brought in by a dog or
cat.
3. Always wear rubber gloves
when dressing' a rabbit.
. 4, If the internal organs of the
tabbit show small white spots,
throw it away. It may be infect-
ed.
5. Cook rabbits thoroughly so
that no red meat or blood re-
mains: Cooking destroys germs.
By HARRY WISHER
Written for United Press
NEW YORK RR — They're
started those upsets that make
coaches hair turn grey or dis-
appear altogether, and make the
Sunday and assorted experts look
like anything but.
The Big Ten took it on the
chin in intersectional and out
of conference games for the
first time in a long while, and
three of the. five major upsets
f ea t u red western conference,
teams. UCLA started it on Friday
night, knocking off Illinois. Stan-
ford and Texas Christian kept
up the pressure by hammering
Northwestern 5nd Ohio State.
Then in an old-fashioned state-
wide rivalry Notre Dame started
off the season in grand style by
shutting out Purdue.
In the one conference game
played. Michigan State showed
undoubted power in overwhelm-
ing Indiana. The Spartans have
speed, class and depth. On the
right sitle of the ledger for the
Big -Ten were Iowa's win over
tYtihMihneseta's- triumph
over, Washington, and Michigan's
win over Southern California.
Wisconsin also messed up Mar-
quette in the other game in-
volving teams from that con-
ference.
Army Shawn Djaas
In the Ivy League, Princeton
an Brown were supposed to
be the teams to beat. Brown
met defeat when a very well
drilled and well handled Colum-
bia eleven came up with a field
goal, something seldom used by
the collegians. The Tigers had
a rough time with Rutgers. and
were lucky to eke out a narrow
victory. Steve Sebo has a much
bnproved team at Penn. Penn
gave the. Nittany Lions a battle,
and the Ivy League could provide
a lot better competition than
expected. Army could be the
class of the Northeast. the Cadets
showed plenty against Nebraska
and didn't go all out. We'll
know more about the Cadets
after their game with Penn State
next Saturday.
Navy kept rolling; they'll hit
Notre Dame unbeaten. In the
Southeast Duke still appears to
be tops. You'll have to pay a
lot of attention to North Carolina
State. The win over North Caro-
lina was considered just so and
so, but State really creamed
Maryland.
-Auburn's win over Tennessee
boosted the stock..-of the Tigers
considerably and it will- be up
to either Kentucky or Georgia
Tech to take them off the top
rung. Georgia Tech lost , caste
with the SBU tie, but the bad
weather contributed to that.
Oregon State Shines
Oklahoma was idle. And Oregon
State, the, beer in the West,
handed Kansas, not too bad an
eleven, a real tossing around.
From what we can see they'll
stay in front out there. Etanford
and UCLA appear to be next in
line.
In the Southwest, there is
optimism from the standpoint of
competition both within the con-
ference and in intersectional tilts.
TCU and SMU were both, im-
proved. Arkansas w en t well
against Tulsa. Baylor topped a
strong Houston team, and the
Texas Aggies kept ,rolling as
they shut out Texas Tech.
Now for the professionals. Five
of the' six opening games saw
the , favorites bite the dust, in-
cluding the champions in la(i' h
divisions, the New York Giants
and Chicago Bears. The other
choices to fall were the Detroit
Lions. Washington Redskins and
the San Francisco Forty-Niners.
'Now the stock of the Browns,
Packers, Colts and Cardinals has
taken a boost. But it could be
reduced next week end without
too much trouble.
Aaron Powers Triple
FLEET MICKEY MANTLE churns up
 the dirt in
deep center at Yankee Stadium as he mak
es a fu-
tile effort to intercept one of Braves' 
Hank Aaron's
power-packed hits in the second World Seri
es game.
This one went for a triple. 
tInternational Soundphoto)
For The Best In
Sports Read The
Ledger Sports Page
Forbes Field,
Parker, recovering from an
influenza attack, was reported
much improved today although
he remained confined to his
hotel rootn. He bemoaned toe
23-12 loss to the Cleveland
Browns Saturday night. •
"We gave that one away,"
garker said. "You can't make
mistakes a g a ins t teams like
Cleveland and the Chicago Bears
and expect to win."
The Steelers came out of the
Cleveland game with several in-
juries, the most serious being
guard Bill Michael's fractured
knee. Michael, a rookie from
Ohio State, may be out of action
for five or six weeks.
Halfback Dick Young suffered
pulled leg ligaments- and full-
back Bill Bowman injured his
shoulder. X-rays will be taken
today. 'Young and Bowman were
expected to be ready for Sun-
day's game along with end Bill
McPeak, who remained out of
the Brown game because of a
bruised side.
Bulletin
The fifth game of the world -
series stoma .at .0% o,0S ims-S•gieit -
of the Braves at the end of th•
Sixth inning.
Lew Bu rdette was on the
mound for the Braves a nd
Whitey Ford for the Yankees.
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For
Better
Traction..:
•
Test a '58 Studebaker with
Twin Traction for sure-footed power
in mud, sand, ice or ipaos
Studebaker-Packard
\ MIDWAY MOTORS 
,
FIRST
IT'S FLA
Yes, first step into till and winter is your
new basic flannel suit. Hyde Park's done
wonders for you with Meadow Moss fab-
rics that feature rich tone on tone stripes
and the season's deeper Cambridge grey
For elegance and virility you'll want this
fine French spun Imperial Worsted flannel
the second you see it, the minute you trs
it on_ From
$59.50 up
CORN-AUST1N CO.
-Where Men Trade
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club News
i ram&
Officers Installed
it The Temple Hill
Eastern Star Meet
PERSONALS
Temple Hill Chapter No 311
Order of the-ratTiarli Star
Mr and Mrs, James Max hIcai
-191- 'Clure of Hazel are t
he parents I
the birth of a sop, Mark Ken-
dell. weighing sax pounds; 94
_
,. of a daughter. Kim Ann. weigh- ounces. burn
 on Friday. Seartem-
°c114t)er 3' sel:en °clack - ins six paunds 
13 ounces. been her 27-,,--at•the Murray Hospital.
September
riars .
matr .n. and Charlie Lassiter.
worthy patron. presided at the
Meeting Mrs. Ru h Lassiter,
chaplatn. presented the Bible at
the altar. The marshall, John
Harvey Perkins. presented the
flag and allegiance was even.
New officers were installed
with guest officers/ from the Al-
ford chapter. Mrs. Dixie Rudolph
was installing officer and Mrs.
D6rothy Mae Lovett was mar-
Th„aticers arc Mrs. Gr„ga, Sandra Ilainrickshall. Is
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;* on al'huradaa. "
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Van Modene .Grogar.. w.rth ihe..MUrray 
E
Joyce Marie is the name chos-
en by Mr. and Mrs. Billy Ray
Thorn. 1206 West Main Street,
for their daughter. weighing five
pouads • 10 ounces,., born on
Thursday. Septetnbet 26, at the
Murray Hospital.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Payne
Thurman. 1403 Hughes. aemoutare
wor.hy 'matron; Jahn Grogan.
Naar ay patron: Mrs. Eura Crisp.
assaciate matron; Charlie Las-
siter. associate patron: Mrs. Ruth
L.3,-,ter. secretary: Neuman Gr s-
gar.. treasurer; Mrs. Aubern-a
Perkins, conductress; Mrs. Allis
Williams. ass.xlate condtaartaa:
/ t'Sidit 0; 0 .f,f leer
.-lt Rainbou.. .1leeting
Naarray Aaaembla N 19 Ord-
•: the Rainbow f. r Gals 
held• 
 
a regular Meeting at the Mae.
asm Octobere Hall on Tuesday. t
1. a• seven 
( aelock 
n the evening
airs. AMMa laiberm. chaplain: I 
at the-Masonic Hall
-*hit Harvey Perkins., maraaaa
:. Ma& Sandra Hamrick, worthy
Mrs. Virginia Galloway. ay/peat 
acivisor. preslded .at the meeting.
Mrs. Ruby Grace/a, Adah; Mrs. 
The .minutes were read by the
Sara- Hopson. Ruth; ManaatIteur- 
recorder. Miss Patecia Scar-
dlear. Weather. Esther, M. Max- 
brotiga. Plansa were made for a
iste Beale. Martha: Mrs. Rhoda 
hay-ride to be held on Saturday
lell Hermitian. Elects:* Mx*. 
Julia,aetertinia _Oaaoher -
Titan warder: Jack GriaaaraY 'Those present w er e 
Mimes
s!aalarra-ick, Scarborough. Sammye
.4-Waicersan. Linda Outland. Jane
Hubta, -Mary. lee Easter, - Joyce
Saann. Nancy Rober.s. A n n
I Dunn. Leah Caldwell, Rozanne
1 Farris. Mitzi Ellis, Martha Jones.'Millie Vanaile"ar, Linda Collie,
',Mary Flare-rice Churchill, Nam"' 5iui
I Turner. Sara Hughes. and Margie 
• ra •
Ire Gun Saturday. October 12
I Ja• Banks. and Mrs. Frances 
The Captain Wendell Oury
Following the close of t h e
ter a social' haur was en-
yed with refreshments being
-al fn .n a beautifully ap-
pointed Wile overlaid with a
1a
le cloth and centered with an
rrangrnent of fa lt flowers. Mrs.
uby Grogan and Mrs. Lassiter
ocie up the refreshment come
• S._ 
j'here were 1.977.950' fires a I
all typas in the United States
during 1655. Of this total. 811.84*
were building fires.
Blaine $ 300.00
Wedding Ring $175
Map •olore•A . ,
Pr.c•• sae 10.41. 3.1er.. r
Always Easy Crechi at
FURCHES
Program Leader At
Garden Club Meet
Social Calendar
 ---- Monday, October 7
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
naMS of the First Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Joe Pat Ward, North 8th Street,
at seven-thirty o'clock,
• • • •
P-1121;....-31,13(esdensa--- Circle Juniors
wall meet al...3:1,1 fur a fiaahelaill.
practice and special assignments
for the Woodmen Circle Rally
October 10. All sixteen of the
-And So To Bed" was the girls expecting to participate in
theme of the program resented the program are expected to be
at the meeting of the Garden , present. Assisting the supervisor,
Department of the ' Murray Mrs. Qoldia Ohni, Monday will
Woman's Club held on Thursday, be Mrs. Wanda Bailey, who will
October 3, at two-thirty o'clock play for the occasion..
in the afternoon at the club • •
 • •
ofiwt.116tri.e program and gave the atra_r of the Eastern Star will
Tuesday, October a
Mrs. L. E. Fisk was in charge Murray Star chapter No. 433
main part of the lesson on the hold its regular meeting at the
care of shrubs and trees as to Masonic Hall at seven - thirty
the time plantuig. o'clock.
_ "Care. at Roses" was' discussed • • • •
by Mr*. -Waiter. Miller. "Getting. The quarterly meeting of the
Bulbs Ready For Winter" was Blood River Baptist Asaaciation
subject given by. Mrs. 011ie Business Women's Federation_
Beawa. • will be held at the Baptist Stu-
. Eastern Star members
fes:Zai': were SW- an
Ga 'tgc-
i • •
Mrs: John Pardon;
Hostess For Meet
Foundational Class
• Mrs. Jahn Neal Purdam opened
, her k•vely home an Wear. Olive
, Street to the meeting of the
Futualatunal Sunda y School
The -chairman otailie depart-
ment, Mrs._ E. C. Parker, presid-
ed at the meeting. -•
During the social hoar refresh-
ment.) were served • by the hoe-
teas wha were Mrs. Olin Moore,
dent Center at six-thirty o'clock.
This will be a potluck supper.
• • • •
' Cizedes of the WMS of the
First Baptist Church will meet
at two-thirty o'clock as follows:
Mrs. L. E. Fmk. Mrs. B C. Harris, I. Mrs. Noel Melugin; II, Mrs.
Mrs H. T. Wells, Mrs. Wells E. C. Jones; III. Mrs. Carl King-
Pura in, and Mrs. B. F. Berry. ins; IV, Mrs. Luther Downs; V,
Baptist Mission.• . • •
S 
• • • •
ociety Has
Earliest
By CHARLES F. HINDS
Secretary - Trealurer
Kentucky Historical Society
FRANKFORT - The Kentucky
Historical Society has on display
In the old State Capitol one of
the few Requa guns in existence.
The Requa was one of the first
multi-fire weapons developed to
the United States, offered by
cue, isf the First Baptist (burch inventors during the Civil War.
held on Thursday-Octaber 3. at The Society's Requa is minus
seven-thirty o'clock in the even- one of its , barrels, which was
used as a substitute for a poker
' The guest de-vat:anal speaker in the adjutant-general's office
was Mrs. Myrtle J. Wall who for more Jain a century. Ac-
gave a m inspiring talk and cording to411111ation, the gun was
al.*, installed the affrcen• fox the manneu by Frankfort Hume
new church year wh.ch were C. 'aids ha defense of the St.
annaunced last rr.;;nth. Clair Briage in Frankfort against
Mrs. Ear: Tucker. president, John Hunt Morgan's raiders.
presided at the sieet.ng. Mrs.
Blll McDougal o the retiring
president.
- Refreshments were served by
•aa were Mrs.
aardam. Mrs. Ar.r.a Rj:.11 Gt111-1111.
, and Mrs. Luther Dur.n. Jr.
; -Thase presen• were Mesdames
Clifton Cnvan. Earl Tucker. Rue
/fell Colson. Hugh Eddie Wilson,
G. T. Brandon. la,yd Horn, Bill ,
McDougal. Joe Baker bittleton,
Robert N. Scott. Myrtle J. Wall,
Diger Shirley, add the hostesses.
CLYDE LAIVIOLJOIIIS
KENTUCKY INSURANCE CO.
Recently Negotiated Reinsurance Pact
. With Lloyds of London
LOUISVILLE-Clyde A Law- American Agency Service which
ton, president of American
Agency 'Service, Inc., has been
elected Executive Vice-President
and Director of Kentucky Insure agency in Kentucky.
once Co Louisville.
The appointment was an-
nounced by Robert B. Hensley,
president of Kentucky Insurance
Co., ,which provides fire insure
since and. extended coverage la
properly ottners throughout the
state.
garee A. LAWTON
Lawton will devote his full
time to Kentucky Insurance
which is represented by 126 gen-
eral ageneies with 14It
agents in Kentuaky's 120 cohnaes.
• However. Lawton will continue
to hold the title of president of
A
'
he founded in 1945. It is the
largest insurance management,
underwriting and "ler v icing
Lawton s t.ntire career has been
in the insurance fiald He studied
insurance at Northwestern Uni-
versity and held positions as a
local agent. fire underwriter, ma-
rine underwriter and p ecia I
agent for a large inland marine
insurance firm. •
After military duty in World-
War II, he narted his insurance
service organization which is clso
state agent for several prominent
fire and casualty companies.
Iawtan was instrumental in the
negotiation recently of a reinsur-
ance agreement be t wee n Ken-
tucky Insurance Co. and Lloyds
of London. American Avenel
Service is Lloyds' largest repre-
sentative in Kentucky. -
Lawton started in. the insur-
ance business while still •in high
school performing odd jobs at
the family's L a w ton Insurance
Agency In Central City, Ky. The
70-year-old agency, founded by
his late father, is still inahe fam-
ily and is opefated by Lawton's
brother and his son, I. Bryant
Lawton and Robert Lawton.
The latter were the first father.
and-son team to serve terms as
president of the Kentucky ASS13..
elation of Insurance Agents in the
Association's 60-year history.
They are also active in the own-
ership and management of Ameri-
can Agency Service. Read Our Clussifides
Wednesday, October 9
The Arts Naiad Crafts Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. 0, C.
Wells, South Falai Street, at two-
thirty o'clock.
Almost from the first introduc-
tion of gunpowder into Europe
f or military purposes, efforts
were made to produce "volley-
fire" weapons which would send
the maximum number of rounds
toward the enemy with the least
possible number of guns.
Probably the first such weapon
( "ribauld" o r aribauldequin")
was employed in a fourteenth-
century battle by the English
against a solid rank of armored
French pikeman. Almost all of'
the rapid-fire guns until recent
times , were modeled after tag
1
multiple-barrel and volley-type
weapon.
When the Civil War broke out
iii-11115T,
rushed to develop an efficient,
multi-fire gun. One of the -first
to be offered either side. the
Requa Battery, looks suspiciously
I like the fan-shaped, volley-firing
machine gun drawings of Leo-
nardo da Vincia...sketched some
.350 years before. a-a-
The Recpincwas -built in 1861
by the BillinChurt Co. of Rochest-
er. N. Y. for the Unien Army.
The tests were successful, and
it was used by both the North
and South.
' It was variously known_ among
the soldiers as the Billinghurit.
"covered bridge" gun, or "street-
sweeper." Covered bridges were
in abundance during the Civil
War. With the rate of fire of
175 rounds e minute from its
23 barrels. the Requa came to be
a popular bridge gun. It literally
cleaned the .bridge of enemy
cavalrymen. Several of these de-
fensive weapons were delivered
to Kentucky. presuinably as added
deterrent to cavalry raids from
the South.
Alter the Civil War, the ma-
chine gun developed into an
automatic, rapid-fire, rotating or
single barrel, basic weapon. In
1.1126,, General Custer left his
four Getting machine guns behind
when he and his men rode to
their death. In the Spanish Amer-
ican War, the offeraive potentia-
lity . of the machine gun was
dramatically demonstrated at
Santiago, Cuba,. by- Capt. John
H. ("Calling Gun") Parker..
Ap-
palachians is the appearance of
-
A mystery of the Southern 
strange, , softly glowing lights
• • • •
Brawn Mountain near Mogan-
atop and across the face of
chapter of the DAR will meet at 
proach the castle whether draw- 
tun.
The flickering lights can be
ate 110,31,, a jars. George Hart bridge weel be down or whether
at two-thirty o'clock. Mrs. Wes- crnst5
OV•5 wefr-111°°I Y'3" frorn 
the parapet." 
(jizmit':rved tzIgu-alar-and-‘1PWar tg
• • • •
FLU VACCINE RELEASED
•aaThe French word for castle
Why female?
lairewsobtolainedthe frmYumstersipoousts 
lights
two of the pieces together sharp-
ly, "plastic, solid plastic (mel-
amine). They are heavy and
have authoritg, and laminosity,
too. They make you feel power-
NEW PLUM TYPES
DEVELOPED IN N. Y.
BUFFALO, N. Y. Fruit
breeders at the New York State
Agricultural' Experiment Station
here nave developed several su-
perior varieties of plums that
show promise for the fruit-
growing industry.
The varieties, being 'ptanted
by growers in New York -state(
include Stanley, which is re-
Viwita -1.1i#41164
widely- grown so far,
Italian Prune, figures in tile
parentage of two other selec-
uons, unnamed to date, that
show promise and are available
on a restricted basis for trial
by interested growers from the
New York State Fruit Testing
Association here.
One is a large, reddish-blue
free-stone plum that ripens early
and may be of value for road-
side stands or fur local hest
-fruit markets. The second is a
late season prune that has good
quality, is self-fruitful and may
ha.e value in prolonging the
season for prune-type plums.
Other varieties also are under
test in the Station orchards that
may prove of value to New York
State growers in the future. They
include an early prune-type plum
from Oregon , and a very pro-
elective late selection from' the
eland Station in Ontario,
nada.
MYSTERIOUS LIGHTS ON
MOUNTAIN FOLOW RAIN
JONAS RIDGE, N. I"
NEW CHESS SET
DESIGN MARKETED
By BILL BEST
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLWOOD -4111--- If prize-
winning sculptor Peter Ganine
has his way, the days of the
-old fashioned" chess sets are
numbered.
• The 'old fashioned" set was de-
signed in 1849 by Howard Staun-
tan. an Englishman, once con-
tinental chess champion.
But Canine, a White Russian
who fled Tiffis and the Com-
munist revolution for the Belgian
Congo in 1919, says "it's time far
a change."
Staunton's set, with its famil-
iar lathe-turned and /faceless
queens. kings aanaabashoes f.ana
,iis- horse heads for. knights, was
the first successful standardized
set designed for mass production.
it took 20 years to achieve pop-
ularity. It was an historic event
in the approximate 4,000-year
history of the game.
Now Ganine, 57, after a wait
of 22 years, believes the design
that he sculpted back in 1935
and exhibited at the' 1939 World's
Fair in San Francisco, is about
to become the second major de-
sign upheaval in chess history.
-We finally standardized it
and have our molds and are in
production." he said in his hill-
side studio overlooking down-
awn Hollydood. •
-The demand Is coming like
hoteakes." he added in his still-
broad Russian accent.
Made Of Plastic
Fundamental in Ganine's star-
tling go!hic design are the
"faces."
-See, everyteeng's got a face,"
said Gapine. "So impersonal was
Staunton's pieces. No features.
-One of fondementala of chess,
one of its basic appals in desire
of human being to play God,
to move people around like com-
mander of armies. So you put
face on chass pieces and you
moving people around."
Even Ganine's castles have
faces - female and "emigmatic
because a castle is an enigma..
you never know when you ap-
Is 'la tour' - feminine gender."
•
WASHINGTON aP - The U. S.
Public Health Service has re-
leased 3.712,039 more shots of
Asian flu vaccine, bringing to
snore than ten million the number
of doses of the vaccine distributed
in the weeks.past seven
Ganine's pawns look like a juclas ItIdget 
and toe floating
horde of Viking foot soldiers,
strong - featured, bear Trojan
crests on their helmets. And his
-king is elderly sterb-browed,
beside a younger and flirtatious
queen.
'See,' Canine said, knocking
1'
AS SIIE SHOWS . . • SO SII.t.LL W
E PEEP
floreen Johnson, petite GM Proeine Ground 
secretary, carefully
lifts the dust jacket from the rear end of • 195I1 
Chevrolet. reveal-
Ina • small portion of the startling new 
styling which will dis-
tinguish the 11:61rW Line of cars soon to be unveile
d to the public.
SINCLAIR
HEATING
OIL
... because It
contains the amazing
patented Sinclair
chemical RD 119*
No Extra Cost
Fuel Oil Tanks Available
L. W. SMITH
Phone 856
::urray, Kentucky
Mt- 
IC
Await
NOW
Is
TACT. JIM MOORE
U.S. Marines.
lisegh, Tough
mul Wonderful
in a sorprising
new We!
ENDS
• TUESDAY
hove  over the mountain. Real-
ley Waldrup will be ea/hostess- dents of the area say toe best
lights are a ttheir brightest,
changing from orange to blue,
immediately after a rain.
What causes the lights to ap-
pear is unexplained.
a
LITTLE ROCK BOILS A LITTLE IA
Two students who walked out In 
protege against presence of
Negro students near a Confederate Sag and a Confederate cap.
Three studesda taunt a federalized Arkansas National Guards-
man as he makes them mote along after burning of effigy.
Business Opportunity
FOR LEASE: Modern Service Station - 2 bays - Tile
Best Rooms - Low Overhead - Small Amount of Cap-
ital Needed. Be your own boss, possible to nuke
$5,000 to $7,500 annually if you apply yourself.
Call Murray 856
The Heating Season
Is Almost Here
NOW IS THE TIME
TO HAVE YOUR NATURAL GAS HEATING UNIT INSTALLED!
Use The Lowest Priced Automatic Fuel — Natural Gas
THE FOLLOWING LOCAL MERCHANTS
ARE LICENSED AND BONDED TO FURNISH AND INSTALL
YOUR NATURAL GAS EQUIPMENT,
Murray Supply Co.
Phone 314
Freed Cotilam Company
Phoile 661
Charles Willie
Phone 77
Steele and Allbritten
Phone 841
Ward and Elkins
Phone 56
Scarbrough Plumbing & Electric
Phone 875
, Sam Calhoun Plumbing & Electric
Phone 1054
E. Jenkins
Phone 498-J
Ken-Gas, Inc.
Phone 1177
IF YOU PLAN TO USE NATURAL GAS THIS FALL OR WINTERAND DO NOT HAVL A GAS SERVICE LINE TO YOUR HOME
CALL 366
VIURRAY NATURAL GAS SYSTEM
• •
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ryT1011.Lts AIL tell sick and
a.," dizzy. unable to fold up net
seed She thought she was going
to taint. Hy the time the vertige
passer] and rrse Could see and
think again, Scobie was lying on
the ground and Andrew Garvin
• sr,Kal over mm. /WM with fury
Staggering up, Deborah walked
so•steadrly to Andrew and clutch-
ed his arm.
"Take me away" she begged.
"I've got to get away from here.'
They could near the frenzied
barking ot the black dog chained
to Scoine s shack Andrew glow-
ered at Seobie lying supine at his
feet. Deborah was afraid that II
he grappled with the brute again
he would not Stop short of killing
him.
"By God. I ought to-"
"Don't hit him again," said De-
borah brokenly. "He hasn't hurt
-rut only frightened."
Looking her up and down. An-
drew saw that she could stand no
more of this. Putting an arm
around her, he led her to where
his Car stood by the gate he 
had
smashed down In his haste to
come, to her aid.
tie helped her In, climbed in
beside her and drove off. But De-
borah would not let him drive her
home.
"1 don't want to frighten
Joyce. she said. "My car is not
far oft down this lane. If you 
II
take me to it and park there fo
r
s little while, and let me s
moke
a cigarette, Ill get my nerv
e
back. I'll be all right."
"What on earth were you doing
at Scoble's place?" asked An
-
drew. "Didn't I warn you-"
"Do you mind if we don't talk?
If I try to explain myself I'l
l
burst into tears. Tell yourself Fm
• stubborn fool and ought to b
e
locked up for my own good. It's
perfecUy true but please don'
t
say it out loud. All I want to d
o
Is sit, breathe, and realize that
I'm alive."
"If I hadn't happened to be
passing," said Andrew, shaking
his head.
Deborah refused to think what
might have occurred If he hadn't
happened to be passing. It was
too dreadful to contemplate. Now
that the danger was past she 
wits
thinking that Scoble held the
answer to the murder of Andrew's
wife, fudging by Boobies savage
resentment of Intrusion, the se-
cret he was hiding 'mint be a
tremendous one.
• • •
Next morning. the Monteit
hs
were breakfasting early to enjoy
the Meat oh their own. W
hile
toad of their visitor, 1.h_e_11.ai
tintre
•
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Si per we'd fee ens dsy, minimum .1 17 weeds ler Oe - Ile per word fee three days. Cisoldfled ado are payable bi advanee.
I FOR SALE -1
SORGE Oil Heater, porcelain
burner, enamel jacket, blower,
•rack' floor mat, 30 feet cop-r line, 55000 BTU, like new,
reasonable. Kenneth Mott, Phone
OW
Ledger & Times Office Supply
Department, 08nc
SEVERAL GOOD
White wall tires.
Ave. Phone 1126.
used 7.60-15
1630 Farmer
08P
SIEGLER Oil Heater. Good con-
dition. Hafford Orr. Phone HY-
2-3470. 07P
/VA --StfiCK Century 4 - door,
SIX ONLY, calendar pads 'fok Dyne
-Fl,. Worth the money.
1957. Practically 3 whole months La
pkins Motor Sales, 3rd and
left on them, including December Maple. 
Phone "519. 07C
the month with Christmas in it.
Get these at a bargain at the.LP HAY on halves. One mile
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I-Plying mammal
4-third-wood
tree
7-11i liglous sect
12-Man'a
nickname
13-Petialon
14-Nerve
network'
It-Sodium
chlorld•
16-Plundeuing
IS-Small island
24-I 'repay
21- Youngsters
33-Mother of
Helen of Troy
27-Scotch for "no"
28-Ezra za is
30-fliuminatsd
31- Warning
34-Simplest
36- Ever> on•
37-Tear
38- Nlaii's
nit knam•
40-Former.
Algerian
ruler lid
42-Bragaarts
46- Empio) er
46-Cut
Ss-Vacillated
63-Sailor (coned.)
64-Make amends
Sr.-litrl'a name
66-Indoorainn
true-man
rational
P4-1' ortiuth pertain
6a-song
DOWN
1--Vundarnental
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4-Snake
6-More cantata
II-Took ears
country .
3-Elemont
6-Japanese
ata teasnan
14-Title of respect'
11-Grass cured for
fodder
17--Corra• cotton
material
23-Beloved
24-Pundamental
n-rnflerworld
god
26-Slameee unit of
currency
21-Obtains
211Mnurnful
12-Suffiz meaning
like
113-Sign of zodiac
36-Decays
is-Lyrical
41 -rillaten
43-Place for
combat
44- Lasso
St-Scatter
41-2.attn for
'Journey'
49-Possesses
6n-Oreek letter
I1-Offspring
62-Parent (cellos )
nor-PV Lynn Grove, turn left first
road. Fay Woodworth. Murray
Rt. 1. 09P
1 EXTRA GOOD 20 ft. elevator
with motor. Used very little.
$100. See at my farm, Chestnut
St. J. N. "Buddy" Ryan. 1TP
NOTICE
MONUMEN'TS
Murray Maeble & Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
wer half century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121. N2C
BEAGLE HOUNDS, registered. 
Call .849- W. - IhSte•:- - lalKvIrjggier741(eictive •
25 we are providing family au-
Thursiay, Oct. 10, 10:30 a.m. rain ' .• .
or shine at the late John Cun-
tornobile insurance protection at
20'1 below normal rates. Purdom
rungham home 1 le2 -miles north=
west of Fenny ,turn off Kirksey
and Penny highway at sign. Will
sell: all house hold furniture,
Including sewing machine, anti-
que spool bed, marble top dres-
ser, walnut wardrobe ,co lee mill,
lamp, dough tray, shaw box
pic:ure frames, dinner bell, glass
dour safe, Seth Thomas clock,
,r11 lanms, quilts, feather beds,
tolchng cots, chairs, tables, mat-
tresses and springs, cook stoves,
cooking utensils, dishes, victrole; -
carpenter tools, , wire .stretchers, I HELP WANTED
manure spreader, scriti hay baler, r 
and wheat bihder, -other scrap.
I NEED HELP. Boy age 10-13 to
be my substitute carrier for my
daily Ledger & Times paper
route. Buy I select must be hon-
est, depenaable and neat. Ed-
ward Perry, phone 1659-J. TT
1938 2 door Plymouth car, 26,000
actual miles. Numberous other
items. Lunches will be served.
George Shoemaker, Auctioneer.
AUTO INSURANCE, reasonable
rates, no membership involved.
Wilson Insurance. Mam Street,
Phone 321. TFC
1 FOR RENT I
3 ROOM UNfurnished apartment,
hot and cold water. Available
now. Wouki give rent to depend-
able nelson who would care for
child in school age whilg mother
works. 414 N. 5th. Pho4e 2055.
09C
SLEEPING ROOMS. Close in.
301 N. 5th Si. 1 nc 1?4). 09P
_
Land Transfers- -1
Mrs. 011ie Cain to John A.
Shekell land Henrietta Shekel!:
lot.
4:, IMIT. by Jam = ireatat Dieulbsted by Was lrestuires
r•-• T.,•T•r ra • they took in her com
pany some-
110'A added spice to their m,,rnents
alone. Joyce r.elped herself to e
crisp wafer of bacon from her
husband's plate in her other
hand was s triangular wedge ot
his not buttered toast She nib-
bled alternatively on the two. In
theory, she was on a diet and
never took anything except cof-
fee in the morning. In practice,
she cooked Ewan rather more
breakfast than he could eat and
saw that none of it was wasted.
"I'm worried about Deborah,"
said Joyce.
Ewan glanced up from the
headlines of his morning news-
paper with • humorous lift of an
eyebrow.
"You've been worried about her
since the day she came."
-1 wish she had come some
other time." Joyce responded.
"Not now. Oh, I know I couldn't
wait to see her. I looked forward
fOr weeks to her coming. She
isn't a hit of Vou---ble and I do
love her. Only . ..."
There was no need to go on.
They both knew what she meant.
It worried her to know that her
cousin was becoming more and
more deeply Involved with An-
drew Garvin. To her mind it
made little difference whether
Andrew was tried and convicted,
tried and acquitted, or left for-
ever under suspicion. Whatever
happened, she could not see a fu-
ture in which he could lead •
normal life. She felt that In-
volvement with him must spell
unhappiness for any woman.
If only Deborah had come on
her visit before the murder; or
long enough after so that ft had
ceased to be an avid topic of
conversation. It only Deborah
hadn't met Andrew on the very
first night Joyce sighed, wishing
It were posstble to keep Deborah
from leering the man, thinking of
him, hearing about him.
But wherever the two of them
went they heard him spoken of.
Only yesterday, over mid-morn-
ing coffee at the cafe, Joyce had
sensed Deborah stiffening when
they overheard a woman at
nearby table talking volubly t
her friend. The other day, she
was saying, she had driven over
to • local beauty spot, a hillsid
e
with a celebrated view arid, would
you believe It?-there was An-
drew Garvin, large as life and
bold as brass, with his ea.sel 
and
his paints. You'd think he'd 
keep
out of the way of decent folk
Joyce was reminded of some
-
thing.
"Deborah came in yesterday
with a torn stocking," Joyce 
said
to Ewan, reaching for 
'Mother
scrap of bacon.
"Well, you're al,says sayi
ng
how roickly t,-ev wear oot "
"This azisii I a run it was •
gaping hole in the knee Some-
thing had happened but she
wouldn't tell me what. It's worry-
mg me."
Her husband offered her no
comfort
"I won't be home for tea. Eves.t
said, rising and folding the news-
paper. "Henderson is III and I've
promised to pop up and see him."
He was speaking of a fellow
teacher at the school. "I'm bor-
rowing David's car since he won't
be using It
"I wish you wouldn't," said
Joyce, In a curiously fretful tone.
Ewan stared at her. "Why not?
You know I **ways drive care-
fully"
"It isn't that"
"Then what is it?'
"I don't know," said Joyce.
But she knew very well. Late-
ly, she felt disturbed and uneasy
every time she saw Ewan. in a
tweed jacket and slacks, g_ettlrg
in or out of the M
"Nerves, I suppose," she said.
He patted her shoulder, kissed
her cheek, gathered up an armful
of books, and went out through
the back door. Why did ner
heart sink momentarily, hearing
him hacking the car out of the
coachhourie and revving it in the
drive? It was only an ordinary
sports car. There were thousands
of them.
Soon afterwards Joyce's cheek
was kissed again, this time by
Deborah, who came down looking
young and fresh, in a gray suit
with a flamboyant foulard scarf.
A letter postmarked 'Glasgow'
lay by her plate.
"From a London friend." she
explained after skimming through
It "She's playing second lead in
a touring company of 'One More
Spring'. She wants me to come
up and see her. I suppose I could
go today. We haven't anything
on, have we?"
"I hadn't planned anything,"
said Joyce, pondering briefly
whether it would be a good Idea
for Deborah to go off on her own
to Glasgow, and deciding quickly
that it would.
"Supposing I take a small case
and stay overnight? I'll be back
about tea-time tomorrow."
Joyce nodded emphatically. It
would do Deborah good to get out
of Garnock, if only for • day and
a night In Glasgow there wmilel
no nagging reminders of An-
rew Garin, no reason for her to
risk getting into trouble
Deborah Is going to find that
a duplicate of the murder wo
n-
can be dangerous In more
than one kay. Continue The
Lonely Man here tomorrow.
-
and Thurman Insurance Agency,
407 Maple Street, south side of
square, phone 842 or 847,
Ky. 08C
court
Murray,
LOOK! Album Alum storm win-
dows with Alum screen. One
door. $189 installed. We also
have the triple track. No down
payment. Up to 36 months to
pay. Home Comfort Cu., 18th and
Main St. Phone 1303. N7C
BOY AGE 10-13, to fill position
as substitute carrier for my pap-
er route at the daily Ledger and
Times. Must be neat, honest, de-
pendable and willing to work.
Jessie Shaw. Phone 790-W. TI'
AGENTS Wanted. Want to make
$15 to $25 in a day? Many are
doing it. Pleasant work for man
or woman. No experienice need-
ed: Spare or full time. Will teach
and finance you. Write McNess
Co., 120 E. Clark St., Freeport,
ILL _ ITC
MAN Capable of hanging alum-
hum windows and doors. Horne
Comfort Co. Phone 1303, 18th &
Main Street. oec
r WANTED
•-•
NANCY-- WILL YOU
WHIP THE CHOCOLATE
FROSTING WITH
THE ELECTRIC
BEATER?
ABBIE an' SLATS
ON THIS VAST OCEAN-GO
ING CITY, HEARTSICK
BILLY &WO GOES THROUGH T
HE MOTIONS OF ENJOY -
NG HIMSELF --WHILE HIS THOUGHT
S APE WITH
ROCKY RIDGE 'SOMEWHERE IN PARIS
` -
Experienced Secretary. Must have
knowledge of bookkeeping. 40
hours a week. Answer in own
handwriting stating salary ex-
pected. Box 32-Z, Murray, Ky.
07C
NANCY
riERVICES OFFERED I
t • -
DEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
130S.
DEAD ANIMALS removed, free
of charge. Horses, mules, cattle,
hogs. In compliance with county
state and federal health regula-
tions. Phone collect Mayfield,
Ky., Franklin 62188 or 1224-R
nights and Sundays. B G. V.
Rendering Co., Mayfield Ky.
Complete new management. Jer-
ry Berry, Al Vierette, Clay Grey.
09C
BRUINS GET HILLMAN
BOSTON all The Boston
Bruins hove acquired defensernan
Larry Hillrnan on waivers from
the Chicago Black Hawks. The
Bruins also announced that for-
ward Jack CaLrey, who injured
his leg in an exhibition game
last week, will be sidelined at
least five weeks.
IONA IN FINALS
NEW ROCHESTER, N. Y. II1
-Iona College reached the final
round of the Eastern College
Athletic Assn. baseball tourna-
ment by defeating St. Francis,
8-4. Another semi-final game be-
tween Siena College and St.
Peter's (b1., J.) was suspended '
by darkness-'with Dee 'seem.
[at-8-8 and will be resumed today.
BIG DOIN'S FOR WILSON
Secretary Wilson salutes colors. Secretar
y Brucker is beside him
Army Secretary Brucker bids 
Wilson goodby. Gen. Nathan
Twining, chairman of Joint Chiefs o
f Staff, is at left In group.
WITH OCT. 9 the date Defense
 Secretary Charles E. Wilson b., ws
out. Wilson was given a big sendoff 
and military review at Fort
Myer. Va., where these photos were 
made. Incoming secretarti
is Neil McElroy. 
Unternsationa4 buioulphot-i)
I. GUESS IT'S
DONE
NOW
•
Worç. ioungest
Waltiellt'S'eairede.,ras,:.-: lams
an international labor union is
28-year-old George R. Petty
(above 1, will) heads AFL-CIO
Flight Engineers' International
association. (fitternationai)
PAGE Plitoll
•
'CAP STARTERS LISTED
MAYS LANDING, N. J. IP -
Eight turf course performers will
match strides today in the $10,000
Ocean City Handicap at Atlantic
City. The co-featured $10,000
Horne Tired Handicap, a six-
furlong test for 2-year olds on
the main course, attracted 10
entries.
More than half of the Colonial
triops who fought at Bunker
Hill were New Hampshire men
under the leadership of John I
Shirk
siADSCATI
Alt BESTIR/01W MUM
IRA*, iiNSI'Lt • Rod
-11ERIKITES
-L41100 1111,014. , a ne 9.044
Sas Kelley
Pheoe,.. 441
Kelley's Pest
Control
1111111111111•1111111111•11•1111
Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St. Phone 262
Murray Rest Home
Expands
The Murray Rest Home, which was 
designed to
take care of,the aged, was establi
shed August 1,
1955, on South 5th and Elm Streets, un
der the su-
pervision of Mrs. Flossie Coleman H
urt, The Rest
Home has' gradually grown to the ext
ent that it was
necessary to expand. It did so, and is no
w equipped
to. accomodate 12 more people, men
 or women. Rates
itT•e- reasidnablef etifirteotts-ancr 
understanding care-is
given at all .times.
All interested may contact Mrs. Flossie Hurt at
1767, Murray.
*
Murray Rest Home
MURRAY, KY.
4
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LIL' ABNER
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FOR TELEWISION!!
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TO LAUGH AT   CHICKEN
610,000 A WICK FEE PP
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•
L.
mamma t aeftain Jimmy Hata (left, above) presents his cre-
dentials at the Teamsters convention in Miami Beach, Fla., and
finds another hat in the ring against him for the presidency. That
of William A. Lee (right), 61-year-old head of the Chicago Federa-
tion of Labor and a Teamsters vice president That makes five
candidates. The other three are Thomas L. Hickey of New York,
Thomas Haggerty of Chicago and John F. Shelley, San Francisco
Democratic congressman. I Internatsomat Sow 'Wake:Mal)
•
WEDNESDAY — OCTOBER 2, 1957
•••••••1•04400104040014400000044044••••fa.
•
MONDAY — OCTOBER 7, 1957
ANOTHER HAT
IN THE RING
AGAINST HOFFA
Little To
Western State Hospital
Has New. Program For
Alcoholic Patients
Dr. Robert Blackwelder, Sup-
. orintendent of Western State Hos-
pital. .h,as announced the plan
,f opening a new treatment ward
far alcoholics. It is Dr. Black-
.. weliar's hope, and  that of the
,taff at Western State Hospital.
that a apertat ward- manned by
personnel trained to deal aiitia,
alcoholie patients would impft-oP
!he hospital treatment program
'If- has been approximated that
about 10 per cent of patient
-1-diss!ons are' diagnosed as al-
coholics.
Issues have had their own 
a 
pri- steel a.,
vt, bear markets so long.
This market ought to rally I
gm• • ;from this point, say the.experts:: e_o_.
II rite 
About•
!but actually they aren't 'certain
On Market -
By ELMER C. WALZER
United Peens Financial Editor
NEW YORK V — According
to some of the analysts there's
nothing so uninspiring right now
as the job of writing a brokerage
letter
With market psychology deteri-
orating and a Similar tendency
becoming apparent among busi-
ness people there isn't much
definiate that one can find to
write about, the brokerage ex-
perts complain.
—Ot -iinta
surtregt reasons for this. tree!
gularity is like warming up the
remains of Sunday's meal.
The old reasons are there and
thm•- • have been heard so often
that they are rr.earangiess to
the trading community.
There are some who hold that
this is a bear market but the
majority of market men insist
that WS in the bull stage
and his not gone through the
proper bull market funeral. Bulls
dors*: die easily, but they get
mighty sick.
One market man points out
that it's difficult to worry over
a ,bear market when so -'-any
  Fraternity Holds
First Meet Of Year
— C)0 N
BY
MONK
/ 41't
k`"-ui
104
Si 4.4.....4C-•"'
"me thinks It's a SLOW
LEAK ... I''n• waiting to see!"
We like to see you around ...
but we won't keep'. you. wait-_
trig feet service!
MONK'S
SUPER SERVICE
Standard Oil Products
Or 731 509 S. 12th St.
rilguit will. Hence the _difficulty of , ecor
making- predictions in the market !
letters.
Brokers have lots of orders I CLEVELAND. Ohio AP — Steel
to sell stacks above the market 'Magazine said today the steel
at this level and hence they industry set a record for the
don't think. rallies will get too !trot nine months of this year
far. V by producing 87.6 million net
Some of them believe the mar- tons of steel for ingots and
ket will be depressed furher, castings.
possibly toward the 400 mark, The metalworking magazine
possibly stopping around 425. • noted, however, that output will
, What the market men who have to increase during the fourth
I write the market letters would quarter if the year is to be a
!like to know are how the small record one.
,speculators will behave if prices .The magazine said the nine-
go down much further. Also rranth figure was bolstered by
! they'd like to know how the high production in the early
institutions wil lact when they're part of the year and sustained
able to bur stocks at discounts. output at midsummer. Steel said
Also the letter writers wonder the previous nine-month high
It theie• h betiirish !Sag". 4/52- miltionlar14-121.- -HOW,
riess—around. more people don't "The figure for 1956 was 82.8.
sell this market short. They The. magazine said production
have plenty of opportunity to this year will equal the record
do so *on small ads-laces that • 117-million 'tons made in 1955
occur from time to time. Short if output averages 88 per cent
sales must be made on .an up- of capacity in the final quarter.
tick. Steel said the industry will have
They aren't surprised -at -the to make 29.4 million tons of
early start in tax selling and steel, or an average of 9.8 mil-
they look for a lot more of in lions tons in each of the final
view of the fact that many three months. The magazine
stocks have produced losses for pointed out that the production
their holders — especially the figure hasn't been that high since
growth issues'. April. '
' The publication said output for
the week ending Sept. 29 ran
at 82 per cent of capacity, up
one point from the previous
week. The- yield. • averaged 2,-
099.000 net tons. The magazine
said production during September
was about 8.980.000 tons. This
fell short of the September record
The B.•a-Ga -- a Chapter of • of 10.422.659 tons chalked up in
the. Epsilon Pi Tau Fraternity 1 1956.
of •Murray State College held -
Its first meeting of the school
year Thursday night at 7 p.m.
October 3. 1957.
-*Epsilon Pi Tau is the -newest
fraternity an the campus of Mur-
ray State having been installed
June 2. 1956. The Epsilon Pi To:
Is an international honorary p7
fessional fraternity operating -
the complementary fields of .
dustrial arts education and vr,ca-
tional-Industrial education.
Epsilon Pi Tau purposes are
threefold: (1) to recognize the!
place of skill (2) to promote
-soeial-:•-and—prolession-al--pr..S4--
ciency: and (3) to Voter and ,
reward research, and' to publish
and use Os results.
The officers are Arnold Dun- '
president: Jack Jackson. vice
-esident; Gen-e Murlack. secre- ,
i-ry; and James Newcomb. tress-
Paper-Mate Pens 
$2.38 Value For
$1.69
BEAUTIFUL NEW TU-TONE
BALL POINT PAPER-MATE PEN
— P-L-U-S —
EXTRA PIGGY BACK REFILL
Now At The .11
Office Supply Department'
LEDGER & TIMES
-writrytety
•
•
_ • .
The plan, to be instituted about
October 15th, will separate the
alcoholic patient from the psy-
chotic- (mentally ill). The move
has been highly praised by, the
Christian County Alcoholics An-
onymous group. It is felt that
this arrangement will result in
a closer relationship between Al-
coholics Anonymous and Western
State Hospital. Patients admitted
who are given a diagnosis of
alcoholism are now urged to
attend weekly Alcoholics Anony-
mous meetings. and members of
o the AA usually bring Western
State Hospital patients to their
meetings.
Dr. Blackwelder stated that the
new ward is the result of severa,1
preliminary meetings in which
Dr. Kurt Schmidt, Clinical Di-
rector. Chaplain Don Reeves and
Maurice Kohnhorst. Social Serv-
ice Director, had met with rep-
resentatives - of- the local AA
group. Dr. Schmidt will direct
the treatment program on the
new ward, which will focus
mainly on group psychotherapy.
He also hopes eventually to have
psychiatric aides take special
training which should enable
them to be more effective in
dealing with the alcoholic pa-
tient. A hospital social worker
will also be on the treatment
'earn for group therapy with
Reeves eitt
offer professional counseling and
together the Social Worker and
Chaplain will interpret, arid co-
ordinate medical and psychiatric
treatment wi.'• interested family
members. The 1. :•oholics Anony-
mous Society and Volunteers will
act as a link between the hos-
pital and the community.
Dr. Schmidt states, "Problem
drinkers' are sick peoplo. and it
has been estimated that • the
United States there are 4.0t. 1,000
in need of psychiatric and social
help. The Western State Hospital
program should not be too at-
tractive. as' I do not feel it should
become a haven in which sober-
ing tip is the end result for the
alcoholic. The alcoholic patient
should be willing to stay as
long as the medical staff feels
It • is necessary, if the treatment
Is to be effective. Cooperation
of county judges and, sheriffs is
essential in having the alcoholic
ulmitted for a definite period
ii time." He dOubted that inde-
(Utile Court Commitments were.
he answer but, rather, emphasiz-
id the utilization .of the present
!IS Day Admission, with the pos-
•-•?1 ,1;aaet
indicated, voluntarily agree to
:UMW at the expiration of the
IS day period.
The plans marks the initial
effort on the part of the State
Mental Health Department to set
op a program especially designed
to meet the needs of alcoholic
aatients.
THREE KILLED IN THIS ONE
THE STATION WAGON (upper) la a total wreck In this smashup,
which took the 1lVell of Mrs. Juliana Nickles, 32, and daughters
Susan, 10, and Juliana, a. near Ravenna, 0. It was rammed
broadside by a potato truck which then careened into a gasoline
pump and climbed atop another car (lower). Two children in
the other car were uninjured. Driver of the truck, Logan Bush,
- Jr., Va., was arrested. (international)
; -^!L- 1M0LT,..,, ;TAO-
•— •C\,)
A• •
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NEW POWER CONTROL DAM AT NIAGARA FALLS
JAL
0
HERE'S THE NEW automatic control dam which has just been dedicated oni mile above Niagara Falls.
It controls water level at Grass Island pool, which feeds Canadian power stations. (international)
011..CAN SAVE
ON PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
IF YOU GET ONE
Before October 10
Get Yours Now Before The Price Increase
Now! Onlystaweek  
for the World's Finest Portable
4r. .
When you give a Smith•Corona. you give more than the
world's finest portable with many "wanted" features. You
also give tne means for developing a very important skill
that means better grades in school.. and better jobs later
on. At so little a week ... it's the bargain of a lifetime!
• SMITH - CORONA PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
• SMITH - CORONA ELECTRIC PORTABLES
• SMITH - CORONA "EIGHTY-EIGHT" UPRIGHT
• SMITH - CORONA "PACEMAKER" UPRIGHT
AND THE BEAUTIFUL SMITH-CORONA ELECTRIC
Just Ask For Greene Wilson
Office Supply Department
103 North Fourth Street
•
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